Translational Studies Using the MALT1 Inhibitor (S)-Mepazine to Induce Treg Fragility and Potentiate Immune Checkpoint Therapy in Cancer
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Regulatory T cells (Tregs) play a critical role in the maintenance of immune homeostasis but also protect tumors from immune-mediated growth control or rejection and pose a significant barrier to effective immunotherapy. Inhibition of MALT1 paracaspase activity can selectively reprogram immune-suppressive Tregs in the tumor microenvironment to adopt a proinflammatory fragile state, which offers an opportunity to impede tumor growth and enhance the efficacy of immune checkpoint therapy (ICT).

Methods: We performed preclinical studies with the orally available allosteric MALT1 inhibitor (S)-mepazine as a single-agent and in combination with anti-programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) ICT to investigate its pharmacokinetic properties and antitumor effects in several murine tumor models as well as patient-derived organotypic tumor spheroids (PDOTS).

Results: (S)-mepazine demonstrated significant antitumor effects and was synergistic with anti-PD-1 therapy in vivo and ex vivo but did not affect circulating Treg frequencies in healthy rats at effective doses. Pharmacokinetic profiling revealed favorable drug accumulation in tumors to concentrations that effectively blocked MALT1 activity, potentially explaining preferential effects on tumor-infiltrating over systemic Tregs.

Conclusions: The MALT1 inhibitor (S)-mepazine showed single-agent antitumor activity and presents a promising opportunity for combination with PD-1 pathway-targeted ICT. Activity in syngeneic tumor models and human PDOTS was likely mediated by induction of tumor-associated Treg fragility. This translational study supports ongoing clinical investigations (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04859777) of MPT-0118, (S)-mepazine succinate, in patients with advanced or metastatic treatment-refractory solid tumors.
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INTRODUCTION

CD4⁺ FoxP3⁺ regulatory T cells (Tregs) are essential for maintaining self-tolerance and immunological homeostasis. They can develop in both the thymus and immune periphery, and T-cell receptor (TCR), costimulatory, and interleukin-2 signals drive their conversion in secondary lymphoid organs from a resting phenotype (central Tregs) to an activated state (effector Tregs). The latter have the ability to traffic to immune effector sites, such as solid tumors. Importantly, although Tregs are generally a stable cell lineage, effector Tregs possess inherent functional plasticity that enables them to adapt to the type of immune response they are regulating.

Although Tregs protect against autoimmune and inflammatory diseases, they also hinder immune-mediated rejection of malignant tumors, and their relatively high frequencies in the tumor microenvironment (TME), especially in proportion to conventional CD8⁺ T cells, often correlate with poor prognoses for patients with cancer. Tumor-associated Tregs use multiple suppressive mechanisms to constrain antitumor immune responses and impede the effectiveness of cancer immunotherapy. In particular, although immune checkpoint therapy (ICT) has been transformative in treating a broad range of cancers, objective response rates (ORRs) remain low for many cancer types, and initial responders may acquire resistance over time. Therefore, the use of combination therapies to improve ICT ORRs is an ongoing area of research, and manipulating Tregs is one emergent option.

The propensity of suppressive FoxP3⁺ Tregs to acquire a proinflammatory, “fragile” state under the destabilizing conditions of the TME is an evolving aspect of Treg behavior drawing considerable attention. Studies in murine tumor models have demonstrated such effects using genetic perturbations or pharmacological interventions targeting proteins associated with eTreg function. These interventions can “reprogram” tumor-associated Tregs to secrete interferon-γ (IFNγ) and amplify effector lymphocyte infiltration, leading to antitumor benefits. Synergy of such Treg reprogramming with ICT has also been observed in some cases, using either genetic or pharmacological approaches. Moreover, Treg reprogramming has been reported in patients with cancer on active immunotherapy without signs of autoimmune toxicity. Thus, Treg reprogramming represents a potential opportunity for expanding immunotherapy to unresponsive or poorly responsive cancer types.

Impaired functional behavior of Tregs has also been induced by genetic mutations or pharmacological inhibition of the CARMA1-BCL10-MALT1 (CBM) multiprotein complex. The CBM complex bridges TCR engagement to nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) and c-Jun N-terminal kinase signaling cascades in T lymphocytes and genetic deficiencies of individual CBM subunits severely impair Treg development and function. For example, genetic deletion of either B cell lymphoma/leukemia 10 (BCL10) or CARD-containing MAGUK protein 1 (CARMA1, also known as caspase-recruitment domain-containing protein 11 [CARD11]) in mature Tregs caused loss of suppressive function, gain of IFNγ expression, and severe autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndromes. In contrast, partial reduction of CARMA1 protein through heterozygous CARMA1 deficiency in a mouse melanoma model did not cause systemic inflammatory disease but led to IFNγ secretion by Tregs selectively in the TME and not elsewhere. The resulting antitumor effect was, however, limited by induction of programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) on tumor cells, causing adaptive immune resistance. Accordingly, treatment with anti-programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) antibodies synergized with CARMA1 deficiency in Tregs, producing pronounced antitumor effects.

The mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma translocation protein 1 (MALT1) has attracted special attention because it not only acts as a molecular scaffold to induce NF-kB signaling but also confers druggable proteolytic activity to the assembled CBM complex. MALT1 paracaspase cleaves substrates that modulate signaling pathways (eg, cylindromatosis [CYLD], A20, and heme-oxidized IRP2 ubiquitin ligase 1), regulate transcription (transcription factor RelB), and stabilize RNA (eg, Regnase-1, Roquins). Selective genetic destruction of MALT1 catalytic activity, but not its scaffold function, in Tregs severely impairs their immune-regulatory activity and triggers autoimmunity. However, short-term pharmacological inhibition with the allosteric MALT1 inhibitor mepazine racemate did not cause autoimmunity but produced antitumor effects similar to those of genetic BCL10 or CARMA1 deficiency. Furthermore, mepazine treatment provoked proinflammatory Treg reprogramming, induced IFNγ-regulated gene expression in the TME, and, similar to CARMA1 deficiency, synergized with anti-PD-1 therapy.

These findings suggest that mepazine may afford a clinical benefit for the treatment of solid tumors as monotherapy and in combination with ICT. Herein we report findings from preclinical studies of the clinical drug candidate (S)-mepazine, which has approximately 10-fold greater MALT1 inhibitory activity than its R enantiomer. The studies, including ex vivo analyses of murine and patient-derived tumor spheroids and in vivo pharmacological studies in murine tumor models, which were conducted with and without anti-PD-1 ICT, and biochemical and pharmacokinetic (PK) profiling, provide translational support for the first-in-human study of MPT-0118, (S)-mepazine succinate (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04859777).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient tumor samples for organotypic spheroids were collected and analyzed according to Dana-Farber/Har-
ard Cancer Center (DF/HCC) institutional review board (IRB)-approved protocols. A cohort of patients (see Supplemental Table S1, available online) treated at Massachusetts General Hospital was assembled for PDOTS (patient-derived organotypic spheroids) profiling. These studies were conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the DF/HCC IRB. All patients provided written informed consent.

Animal experiments were conducted in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by Rincon Bio’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Studies were conducted using (S)-mepazine as either the succinate or hydrochloride salt (MPT-0118 and MPT-0308, respectively). Both salt forms were synthesized using methods similar to the published procedure. Anti-mouse PD-1 antibody (29F.1A12) was procured through Bio X Cell (Lebanon, NH) and formulated in In Vivo Pure pH 7.0 Dilution Buffer.

In Vivo Studies in Murine MC38, D4M.3A, and B16.F10 Syngeneic Tumor Models

Animals

Animals were 6-week-old male C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratory; Bar Harbor, ME; see Supplemental Material for animal care).

Tumor implantation

Tumor cells (see Supplemental Material for sources and preparation) were trypsinized and allowed to detach from flasks. Trypsin was then neutralized with complete media, cells were spun at 400g for 5 minutes, and media supernatant was aspirated. Cells were resuspended in 50:50 Cultrex:phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (MC38) or washed with PBS and resuspended in PBS (D4M.3A) or Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) (B16.F10) (PBS without Ca, Mg) and HBSS were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Cell suspensions were injected into the right hind flank of each animal (1 × 106 cells [MC38, D4M.3A] or 0.5 × 106 cells [B16.F10]).

Treatment

(S)-mepazine was administered once daily by intraperitoneal (IP) injection (27-gauge needle) or oral gavage (nylon feeding needles [Instech Labs, Plymouth Meeting, PA]) beginning 7, 8, or 9 days after tumor implantation (B16.F10, MC38, and D4M.3A, respectively). Three doses of 200 μg anti-mouse PD-1 were administered IP 6 hours after (S)-mepazine injection every other day.

Tumor measurement

Tumors were measured with a digital caliper in two dimensions, and volume (mm³) was calculated as \(w^2 \times l/2\) (w, width; l, length [mm]).

Flow Cytometry

Mouse tumor tissue samples

Male C57BL/6J mice implanted with the D4M.3A tumor cell line were treated with (S)-mepazine, anti-mouse PD-1, or (S)-mepazine plus anti-mouse PD-1 as described above. In two experiments, MPT-0308 (32 mg/kg) was administered IP, and brefeldin A (500 μg [Sigma-Aldrich]) was injected together with the last treatment. Tumors were dissected 6 hours later, digested with DNase I (Sigma-Aldrich) and collagenase, Type IV (Worthington Biochemical, Lakewood, NJ), and single-cell suspensions were prepared. Alternatively, MPT-0118 (64 mg/kg) was administered orally, and tumor samples were subsequently digested with DNase I and collagenase IV in the presence of brefeldin A (2 μg/mL). Single-cell suspensions were then treated in vitro with brefeldin A (10 μg/mL) for 3 hours. Staining for Tregs (live CD45+ CD90.2+ CD8α+ CD4+ FoxP3+ cells) was performed, and the frequency of IFN\(\gamma^+\) Tregs was analyzed by flow cytometry (anti-mouse antibodies CD45 PerCPCy5.5, CD90.2 AF488, CD8β BV510, and CD4 PacBlue were purchased from BioLegend [San Diego, CA], and anti-FoxP3, from eBioscience [San Diego, CA]).

Rat blood samples

Female Harlan Sprague Dawley rats (Envigo, Indianapolis, IN) were treated with MPT-0118 (30 mg/kg) once daily for 15 days (see Supplemental Material for animal care). During the study, blood samples were taken on days –1, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 14 from the same animals. After red blood cell lysis, the samples were stained with near-infrared fixable viability dye in combination with fluorescent antibodies to surface markers CD3, CD4, CD8α, and CD25 (all from BioLegend). After surface staining, the cells were fixed, permeabilized, and stained with anti-FoxP3 (eBioscience). The stained samples were then analyzed by flow cytometry (FlowJo software, Ashland, OR, versions 10.5.3 and 10.7.2) for the presence of Tregs (CD3+ CD4+ CD8α+ FoxP3+).

Detection of CYLD cleavage by Western blotting in Jurkat T cells

Generation of MALT1-deficient Jurkat T cells has been previously described. CYLD-deficient Jurkat T cells were generated by CRISPR-Cas9 technology as described in Meininger et al using single guide RNAs directed against exon 8 of CYLD. Jurkat T cells were stimulated for 2 h with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; 200 ng/mL [Merck, Rahway, NJ]) and ionomycin (300 ng/mL [Calbiochem, San Diego, CA]), and CYLD cleavage was detected by anti-neoCYLDct antibody (clone 25F10 [see Supplemental Material on methods]) using Western blot. Anti-CYLD (E10; RRID: AB_1122022) for detection of cleaved and uncleaved CYLD, anti-MALT1 (B12; RRID: AB_627909), and anti-β-Actin (C4; RRID: AB_626632) antibodies were all purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas, TX). Western blotting was performed as previously described.

Organotypic Tumor Spheroids

Preparation and microfluidic culture

Murine-derived and patient-derived organotypic tumor spheroids (MDOTS/PDOTS) were prepared, cultured,
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RESULTS
In Vivo Antitumor Effects in Murine Syngeneic Tumor Models
(S)-mepazine, alone or in combination with anti-PD-1, induces in vivo tumor-growth reduction and increas-
es Treg fragility. As noted above, recent studies have shown moderate antitumor effects of racemic mepazine when used as a single agent, but pronounced synergistic activity in combination with anti-PD-1 ICT. To assess the antitumor effects of the more active S enantiomer of mepazine, which shows 10-fold higher MALT1 inhibition than the R enantiomer and may thus provide more selective pharmacodynamic effects than the racemate, we tested (S)-mepazine at different doses in several murine syngeneic tumor models. Because the hygroscopic properties of the HCl salt form of (S)-mepazine (MPT-0308) complicate long-term maintenance of medication quality, we also generated (S)-mepazine succinate (MPT-0118) for both oral and IP dosing. In the immunogenic MC38 model, anti-PD-1 monotherapy afforded significant inhibition of tumor growth, as expected, as did single-agent MPT-0308 treatment (Fig. 1A). In contrast, two poorly immunogenic melanoma models (B16.F10 and D4M.3A) were less responsive to anti-PD-1 monotherapy but consistently responded to high doses of MPT-0118 or MPT-0308 (Figs. 1B–D). The combination of anti-PD-1 with high dose of MPT-0308 had an additive effect in immunogenic MC38 tumors that already responded well to anti-PD-1 monotherapy (Fig. 1A), whereas clear synergy was observed with MPT-0118 or MPT-0308 in both poorly immunogenic models (Figs. 1B–D). Of note, we examined the pharmacodynamic similarity of MPT-0118 and MPT-0308 by administering both salt forms via the IP route in D4M.3A tumor-challenged mice and observed comparable effects on tumor growth (Supplemental Figs. S1A, B).
To assess if MPT-0118 pretreatment could enhance the synergistic antitumor effects achieved with anti-PD-1 by priming tumors for ICT, we compared combination therapy with and without 3-day lead-in MPT-0118 monotherapy (Supplemental Fig. S1C). Both regimens afforded similar antitumor effects, suggesting that pretreatment with MPT-0118 is a viable option, but it does not increase the combinatory effects achieved with simultaneous administration of MPT-0118 and anti-PD-1.
To examine whether MPT-0118 or MPT-0308 antitumor activity results from proinflammatory Treg reprogramming, Tregs from D4M.3A-challenged mice were analyzed for intratumoral infiltration and in situ IFNγ cytokine expression. The frequency of Treg among CD45" and CD4" cells was similar in all conditions (Figs. 2A, B), whereas the frequency of IFNγ" Tregs in mice treated with MPT-0118 or MPT-0308 monotherapy (7.1 ± 0.86%) or combination therapy with anti-PD-1 (8.9 ± 1.01%) was significantly increased in comparison with that of the vehicle-treated group (3.6 ± 0.54%; Fig. 2C). Mice treated with combination therapy also had a significantly greater frequency of IFNγ" Tregs than those treated with anti-PD-1 monotherapy (5.1 ± 0.71%), whereas no difference between control and
and characterized as previously described (summarized in the Supplemental Material). Immune cells were present from the initial tumor resection, and spheroid-collagen mixtures (10 μL, 2.5 mg/mL tumor spheroids) were injected into the center gel region of the AIM Dax-01 3D microfluidic culture device (AIM Biotech, Singapore). After incubation (30 minutes at 37°C) in sterile humidity chambers, collagen hydrogels containing MDOTS/PDOTS were hydrated with media (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium), with or without the indicated treatments. Treatments included the antibodies anti-human IFNγ (10 μg/mL), anti-mouse IFNγ (10 μg/mL) (both from Bio X Cell), anti-human PD-1 (pembrolizumab), and (S)-mepazine. Murine D4M.3A-derived tumor spheroids and MDOTS were cultured ex vivo with MPT-0308 (0.3–10 μM) for 4 days, and murine MC38-derived MDOTS were cultured with MPT-0308 (3 μM ± anti-mouse IFNγ) or anti-mouse IFNγ alone for 6 days. PDOTS established from patients with colorectal cancer (CRC) and melanoma were cultured ex vivo with MPT-0118 or MPT-0308 (3–5 μM [unless otherwise specified] ± anti-PD-1 [pembrolizumab]) for 5 to 7 days; one experiment additionally included each treatment plus or minus anti-human IFNγ.

Viability assessment of MDOTS/PDOTS
Dual-label fluorescence-live/dead staining used Hoechst 33342/propidium iodide (Ho/PI) staining solution (Nexelom, Lawrence, MA), as previously described. Images were obtained following incubation with Ho/PI (45 minutes, 37°C, 5% CO2), and image capture and analysis was performed using a Nikon (Tokyo, Japan) Eclipse NiE fluorescence microscope equipped with a motorized stage (ProScan; Prior, Cambridge, UK) and ZYLA 4.2 Plus USB3 Camera (Andor, Belfast, North Ireland) and NIS-Elements AR software package (version 5.40.00; Nikon Corporation). Live and dead cell quantitation was performed by measuring total raw cell area for each dye. Percent change and log2 fold change data were generated using raw fluorescent data (live) for the given treatments relative to control conditions.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism (version 9.00 [GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA]). The two-tailed Student’s t test was used for comparisons between two groups, and two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni or one-way ANOVA with the Tukey or Dunn post test were used for comparisons across multiple groups. Individual methods are described in the corresponding figure legends.

RESULTS
In Vivo Antitumor Effects in Murine Syngeneic Tumor Models
(S)-mepazine, alone or in combination with anti-PD-1, induces in vivo tumor-growth reduction and increas-
Importantly, higher cytokine expression on Tregs correlated with diminished tumor growth across all (S)-mepazine–treated groups (Fig. 2D). Furthermore, because Treg reprogramming has been associated with a decrease or loss of FoxP3, we analyzed the FoxP3 expression in total, IFN$^+$/C0, and IFN$^+$ Tregs in each treated group. Although we noted no differences in the

Figure 1. Tumor growth in murine tumor models dosed with (S)-mepazine, αPD-1, or a combination of both treatments.

A–D: Tumor-growth inhibition p-values are for the last day of treatment. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. Statistical analyses: two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test, n = 10 male C57BL/6J mice per cohort. Peritoneally infiltrated tumors are included; mice with early mortality are excluded (A and D: n = 2); missing data were not imputed.

Statistical differences are indicated as follows: *: any treatment group vs vehicle; #: any treatment group vs αPD-1; &: any treatment group vs MPT 16 mg/kg IP; $: any treatment group vs MPT 32 mg/kg IP; #: any treatment group vs MPT 64 mg/kg PO + αPD-1; @: any treatment group vs MPT 64 mg/kg PO; &: any treatment group versus MPT 16 mg/kg IP + αPD-1.

Single symbol: $p < 0.05$; double symbol: $p < 0.01$; triple symbol: $p < 0.001$; quadruple symbol: $p < 0.0001$.

αPD-1: anti-programmed cell death protein 1; IP: intraperitoneal; PO: oral; TU: tumor.
total expression of FoxP3 in total Treg under each condition (Fig. 2E), we observed a significant, approximately four fold decrease of FoxP3 protein in those Tregs that express IFNγ compared with those that do not (Fig. 2F).

Overall, these results indicate that both IP and oral treatment with the MALT1 inhibitor (S)-mepazine inhibits the growth of poorly immunogenic tumors and renders them more susceptible to ICT. The findings further suggest that the observed antitumor effects of (S)-mepazine correlate with Treg reprogramming from a stable, suppressive phenotype to a "fragile," proinflammatory phenotype.

(S)-Mepazine Properties and Tumor Accumulation

(S)-mepazine has favorable tumor accumulation with a peak concentration that efficiently blocks MALT1 activity. (S)-mepazine belongs to the class of phenothiazine drugs, and acts as a moderately potent, reversible, noncompetitive, allosteric inhibitor of MALT1 protease function. As a lipophilic basic amine molecule, (S)-mepazine exhibited an octanol–water partition coefficient (logP) of 5.29 and pKa of 9.2 with apparent pH-dependent solubility. The mean apparent AB permeability coefficient in a Caco-2 assay was $13.73 \pm 0.15 \times 10^{-6}$ cm/s, and the drug was not a P-gp substrate.
ments that are likely sufficient to strongly inhibit MALT1 inhibitors currently in preclinical or clinical development\(^{49,50}\) (S)-mepazine, as either the succinate or hydrochloride salt (MPT-0118 and MPT-0308, respectively), demonstrated remarkable effects on tumor control. To evaluate whether its antitumor activity is potentially supported by favorable tumor tissue distribution, we assessed its PK properties. (S)-mepazine demonstrated suitable PK in non–tumor-bearing animals (Supplemental Table S3). It was readily absorbed into the systemic circulation (T\(_{\text{max}}\) generally within 2 hours) and demonstrated broad tissue distribution in rats and mice (Supplemental Table S4). MPT-0118 also displayed favorable tumor distribution in D4M.3A tumor-bearing mice (Fig. 3A). Notably, when MPT-0118 was orally administered at 64 mg/kg/day at steady-state (following 21 days of consecutive treatment), peak concentrations in mouse plasma remained relatively low (\(\leq 1.3\) μM), whereas consistently higher drug concentrations (3–10 μM) were observed in tumor tissue over the following 24 hours.

To determine if drug concentrations observed in tumor tissue are sufficient to achieve robust MALT1 inhibition, we developed an assay to quantify MALT1 protease function by measuring the cleavage of its CYLD substrate\(^{51}\) in T cells in vitro. To directly assess the function by measuring the cleavage of its CYLD terminal cleavage product upon MALT1 activation in single-cell ex vivo aggregated tumor spheroids that lacked immune cells and a tumor stroma was not affected by MPT-0308 treatment at doses of 3 and 10 μM, PDOTS showed a dose-dependent reduction in viability, starting at a dose between 1 and 3 μM (Supplemental Figs. S2A, B). We confirmed that 3 μM MPT-0308 was also active using a different murine tumor model (MC38) and found that the antitumor activity could be reversed using an anti-IFN\(_{\gamma}\) neutralizing antibody (Supplemental Fig. S2C). These observations suggest that organotypic tumor spheroids support proinflammatory Treg reprogramming at doses of MPT-0308 that have no direct effect on cancer cell viability.

Next, we generated PDOTS\(^{44,45}\) from surgically resected tumor tissue from human patients with cutaneous melanoma, non-cutaneous melanoma, microsatellite instable (MSI) CRC, or microsatellite stable (MSS) CRC (Fig. 5A, Supplemental Table S1) and treated those with MPT-0118 or MPT-0308 monotherapy, anti-PD-1 monotherapy, or combination therapy. The response rate (response defined as \(\geq 30\%\) reduction in tumor cell viability) was numerically greater for the groups treated with MPT-0118 or MPT-0308 monotherapy, anti-PD-1 monotherapy, or combination therapy (5 of 13, 38.5%) than for the anti-PD-1 monotherapy-treated group (2 of 13, 15.4%) and significantly higher in combination therapy samples compared with controls (Fig. 5B). PDOTS from patients with MSI and MSS CRC were among the most sensitive to MPT-0118 or MPT-0308 with or without anti-PD-1 treatment at either an intermediate dose (3–5 μM) (Fig. 5C, D) or a high dose (10 μM) (Fig. 5E). Importantly, IFN\(_{\gamma}\)
was required for the antitumor efficacy of MPT-0118 in combination with anti-PD-1 treatment, because effects on PD-1Ts could be reversed by addition of anti-IFNγ neutralizing antibody (Fig. 5F). Thus, MALT1 inhibition by (S)-mepazine was also efficacious in human tumor tissue ex vivo, both as monotherapy and by enhancing the effects of PD-1 blockade, likely through proinflammatory effects induced by Treg reprogramming.

**DISCUSSION**

Herein we describe preclinical studies on MPT-0118 and MPT-0308, two orally available formulations of (S)-mepazine and allosteric inhibitors of MALT1 protease function, extending recent findings demonstrating the antitumor effects of mepazine racemate and its capacity to prime unresponsive tumors for ICT. The mechanistic hypothesis purports a role for the selective reprogramming of immunosuppressive Tregs in the TME into fragile, IFNγ-secreting, proinflammatory antitumor effector cells. In line with this hypothesis, both formulations of (S)-mepazine demonstrated significant antitumor effects that were synergistic with anti-PD-1 therapy and positively correlated with the amount of IFNγ secretion by tumor-associated Tregs. Pharmacokinetic profiling revealed favorable accumulation of MPT-0118 in tumor tissue, which likely supports its selective pharmacodynamic effects, avoiding the systemic autoimmune toxicity associated with more potent and symmetrically distributed MALT1 inhibitors. Finally,
Efficacious dose used in mouse studies. The 30 mg/kg oral dose corresponds to the 64 mg/kg oral efficacious dose used in mouse studies.

Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. Student’s unpaired t test was applied for statistical analysis of single time points vs cohort baseline at day −1 (n = 5 per cohort).

studies in (S)-mepazine–treated human organotypic tumor spheroids suggested that Treg reprogramming can also occur in the TME of human patients with cancer and exert antitumor activity.

In both immunogenic and poorly immunogenic tumor models,[46–48] (S)-mepazine demonstrated significant in vivo tumor-growth reduction, and antitumor effects were sustained over the dosing interval. Tumor-growth deceleration by (S)-mepazine was dose dependent, and in some cases, the effects of higher-dose single-agent treatment were greater than the effects achieved with anti-PD-1 monotherapy. Moreover, combinatorial high-dose (S)-mepazine plus anti-PD-1 treatment consistently showed superior antitumor activity compared with anti-PD-1 monotherapy in poorly immunogenic tumors. Notably, the frequency of IFNγ+ Tregs inversely correlated with tumor growth, supporting the proposed mechanism of Treg reprogramming. These findings further characterize the in vivo effects of (S)-mepazine, building on the evidence established with racemic mepazine.[32,34]

Disruption of the CBM signalosome complex, in particular its MALT1 protease function, is an attractive approach for manipulating Tregs in the TME, as MALT1 is essential to Treg suppressive function.[32] Furthermore, selective targeting of tumor-associated Tregs has been observed with MALT1 inhibition, likely due to a particular dependence of Tregs on MALT1 function in the metabolic and inflammatory milieu of the TME of solid tumors.[34] Germline deficiency of MALT1 protease function in mice causes reductions in the number of circulating Tregs and severe autoimmunity,[52–55] which raised concerns regarding the effects of long-term pharmacological inhibition. It was later shown that MALT1 protease deficiency, when induced in adult mice, did not cause autoimmune toxicity despite a similar reduction in Tregs.[56] A limitation of this study was that genetic MALT1 inactivation may not have been complete, and residual MALT1 protease-sufficient Tregs might have sufficed to maintain immune homeostasis. This scenario, however, likely compares with incomplete pharmacological MALT1 inhibition. In fact, while efficacious treatment with the highly potent MALT1 inhibitor MLT-943 (IC50 < 10 nM) caused rapid reduction of Tregs in rats and dogs (maximal after 7 days in rats) with subsequent development of a reversible immune dysregulation, polyendocrinopathy, enteropathy, X-linked (IPEX)-like pathology in rats,[50] Treg reduction was dose-dependent and less pronounced or absent at lower concentrations that were, however, still affecting T-cell effector responses.[57] In our study, treatment of rats for 15 days with the moderately potent inhibitor MPT-0118 at 30 mg/kg (orally), a dose corresponding to an efficacious dose in mice, had no effect on Treg frequencies in peripheral blood, similar to previous findings in mice treated with mepazine racemate at doses of 8 mg/kg (twice a day, IP) and 16 mg/kg (every day, IP).[50,58]

We hypothesized that the apparent lack of systemic effects of (S)-mepazine on Tregs may be due in part to its favorable tumor distribution at the effective dose, as noted in murine syngeneic tumor models where peak concentrations in tumor tissue at steady-state remained well above those in plasma over the observation period. The pK of (S)-mepazine, and consequently its volume distribution, could explain its preferential accumulation in the highly perfused tumor tissue. Furthermore, amine-containing drugs are sequestered into acidic organelles and selective accumulation of lipophilic cations in cancer cells has been already shown, so the cationic and lipophilic nature of basic amine (S)-mepazine could also suggest some retention within tumor due to the acidification of the tumor microenvironment.[59,60]

To assess the degree of MALT1 inhibition achieved by drug levels measured in tumors, we generated an antibody against the human and murine cleavage product of the MALT1 protease substrate CYLD. Using this reagent, which may provide for a convenient pharmacodynamic biomarker in clinical MALT1 inhibitor studies for various indications, we showed that steady-state tumor drug levels at therapeutic doses inhibited MALT1 protease by 75% to 95%. The fact that such partial inhibition produced pronounced antitumor effects parallels prior observations whereby a partial reduction of CARMA1 protein was sufficient to reprogram tumor-infiltrating Tregs but did not affect Tregs elsewhere or cause autoimmune disease.[34–61] This supports the concept that incomplete target occupancy is desirable in the use of MALT1 inhibitors for the immunotherapy of cancer, especially because it will also minimize any potential immune-suppressive effects on effector lymphocytes that could mitigate the antitumor immune response.

PD-L1 upregulation on tumor cells, triggered by IFNγ released by Treg cells in response to treatment with
Figure 5. Patient-derived organotypic tumor spheroids treated with (S)-mepazine, αPD-1, or a combination of both treatments. Results are expressed as means.

A: Tumor type, tissue source (location), and clinical response data. Samples ordered by ex vivo PDOTS response to combined αPD-1 + (S)-mepazine.

B: Waterfall plots for PDOTS (n = 13, indicated tumor types) treated with αPD-1 (pembrolizumab, 250 µg/mL), (S)-mepazine (MPT-0308 or MPT-0118, 3–5 µM), or both showing percentage change in cell viability relative to untreated control. Statistical analyses: one-way ANOVA for paired samples (n = 13 biological replicates).

C–F: PDOTS viability assessment from patients with exceptional response to (S)-mepazine. (C) MPT-0308 3 µM; (D, F) MPT-0118 5 µM; (E) MPT-0118 3 and 10 µM ± αPD-1 (250 µg/mL, pembrolizumab); (C) ± IFNγ (50 ng/mL); (F) in addition ± αIFNγ (10 µg/mL). Statistical analyses: Dunn multiple comparisons test (n = 3 biological replicates).

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001.

αIFNγ: anti-interferon-γ; αPD-1: anti-programmed cell death protein 1; CRC, colorectal cancer; ID: identification; IFN: interferon; MSI, microsatellite unstable; MSS, microsatellite stable; ns: not significant; PDOTS: patient-derived organotypic spheroids; TU: tumor.
mepazine racemate, likely limits the drug’s single-agent antitumor activity, and explains the synergy with anti-PD-1 immunotherapy. MPT-0118 and MPT-0308 treatment also significantly improved the effectiveness of anti-PD-1 ICT in poorly immunogenic models, which was less pronounced in immunogenic MC38 tumors that already responded well to anti-PD-1 monotherapy. We also investigated the priming effect of lead-in treatment with MPT-0118 followed by MPT-0118 plus anti-PD-1 in the D4M.3A model. Lead-in MPT-0118 monotherapy preserved the synergistic effects demonstrated by simultaneous initiation of both agents. Lead-in MPT-0118 priming could be further explored using biomarkers to monitor tumor inflammation and identify optimal time points for the initiation of combination treatment.

An abundance of immunosuppressive Tregs in the TME commonly constrains the effectiveness of ICT. Successful proinflammatory reprogramming can turn Tregs from a liability into an asset to prime the TME for immunotherapy. Multiple studies have reported similar effects on tumor-associated Tregs through various interventions targeting mechanisms implicated in maintaining their suppressive function in the TME. A common denominator of these interventions is that they elicit Treg secretion of IFNγ. Of note, spontaneous, basal IFNγ secretion by tumor-infiltrating Tregs may even be a prerequisite for response to ICT, as anti-PD-1 blockade loses its efficacy in animals whose Tregs are genetically deficient in IFNγ expression. We found that Treg expression levels of IFNγ inversely correlated with tumor growth and that IFNγ was critical to the ex vivo antitumor effects of MPT-0118 and MPT-0308 in PDOTS, suggesting that inflammatory Treg reprogramming was involved.

Overall, findings from the studies reported herein further support Treg reprogramming as a mechanistically informed approach to immunotherapy either alone or in concert with ICT. However, gaps remain in our understanding of how MALT1 inhibition induces Treg reprogramming from a suppressive to a proinflammatory cell state. Also unclear is whether PK distribution in patients will track with findings from the murine studies. Furthermore, the safety and tolerability of MPT-0118 and its antitumor effects in the clinic remain to be characterized along with key biomarkers for in-depth mechanistic investigations. These limitations are being addressed in ongoing studies, including a phase 1/1b dose-escalation and cohort expansion clinical trial, which was initiated in April 2021 (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04859777).

**CONCLUSION**

(S)-mepazine, a moderately potent inhibitor of MALT1 protease function, demonstrated promising efficacy in syngeneic tumor models and human cancer specimens, potentially mediated by tumor-associated proinflammatory Treg reprogramming and enabled in part by distinctive PK properties supporting favorable tumor accumulation. The translational aspects of this research supported initiation of the first-in-human study of MPT-0118, both as monotherapy and in combination with pembrolizumab in patients with advanced or metastatic refractory solid tumors.
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